Your Contact Center is
the Key to Multichannel
Marketing Success

In a 2012 study, Sitecore found that 9 in 10 marketers believe multichannel marketing boosts sales and profitability. Fast forward to the beginning
of 2014 and this focus on the benefits of multichannel marketing has only accelerated, especially with ever-increasing innovations in and use of
multi-screen marketing and the continued proliferation of smart phones and tablets.
As marketers continue to leverage and emphasize multichannel campaigns, teleservices will remain an important consideration in their brands’
strategies because of the crucial, irreplaceable functions the contact center handles:
1.	Immediate Response – If your sales or service cycle demands immediate response to inquiries, regardless of what channel they are
sourced from, a contact center can structure and scale to quickly meet that demand and grow your business.
2.	Personal Interactions – There are times when prospects, customers and others need personalized guidance not well suited to other
customer service channels. Having a contact center available means that sensitive inquiries can be either escalated or immediately
directed to a waiting brand representative. Not having this asset in place is a risk that may result in customer dissatisfaction and backlash.
3.	Centralized Strategies – The contact center can serve as the hub for your entire multichannel marketing effort. By integrating with
numerous channels and avenues, contact center technologists and managers can guide and enhance prospect and customer
experiences from a centralized location.
4.	Scalability – Having a contact center on retainer at the start of any marketing effort gives brand managers the option to scale up as their
business grows. When back-end technology solutions, agent training and other ramp-up items are already in place, this growth is natural
and cost efficient.
As you look ahead to the next several quarters and begin to plan your brand’s growth path, be sure that the assets you need to achieve success are
in place, and consider the value a strong contact center partner can offer. By investing in and improving capabilities now, your brand (and more
importantly, your customers) will have future-proof solutions at their disposal in 2014 and beyond.

Did you know?
Spotlight on AXIS: What does it mean for you?
At DialAmerica, everything “revolves around AXIS”. It’s the proprietary, centrally-based Employee Management System we built
to manage the execution of strategic client programs and drive value by focusing on performance monitoring and analytics.
AXIS increases efficiency, allows quick, seamless, communication throughout the company and leads to continuous process
improvement on your behalf.
AXIS ensures that your account team is optimally performing by tracking and analyzing employees from the moment they
apply through hiring, training and the rest of their career at DialAmerica. With AXIS, we can consistently measure and validate
results and have the flexibility to deliver customized reports with any information and KPIs you want or need. Additionally,
client program updates can be made and disseminated to agents within minutes of receiving new information.
In short, AXIS means that our team always has the information needed to perform at or above your expectations. And that’s
the DialAmerica Difference!

